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4. ACHIEVEMENTS AS DEFINED IN ART. 16 POINT 2 OF THE ACT OF MARCH 

14TH, 2009 ON RESEARCH DEGREES AND TITLE, AND THE ARTS DEGREES 

AND TITLE (DZ. U. 2016, POS. 882 WITH FURTHER AMENDMENTS IN DZ. U.  
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A. TITLE OF THE RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENT 

The particular research achievement of mine, as defined in art. 16 point 2 of the Act of 

March 14th, 2009 on research degrees and title, is the consisted cycle of 8 interrelated 

research publications with the following common title: 

DIGITAL FACE OF ACADEMIC LIBRARIES – RESOURCES, SERVICES, USAGE  

Since my Ph.D. dissertation was defended, my research interests have been focused 

on analysis of changes, as well as redefinition of the roles and functions of academic libraries 

in regard of information needs of the users, and the more and more common application of 

digital information technologies. These topics have formed a basis of my studies, realized 

either individually or in research teams.  

B. PUBLICATIONS THAT MAKE UP THE RSEARCH ACHIEVEMENT  

1. Mierzecka, A. (2019). The Role of Academic Libraries in Scholarly Communication: A Meta-

Analysis of Research. Studia Medioznawcze, 76(1), 41-54. 

2. Mierzecka, A. (2018). Students’ Information Needs and Digital Technologies in Academic 

Libraries. Przegląd Biblioteczny, 86(4), 509-530. 

3. Mierzecka, A., & Suminas, A. (2018). Academic Library Website Functions in The Context of 

Users’ Information Needs. Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, 50(2), p. 157-167. 

doi:10.1177/0961000616664401. (JCR List, IF, Lista A MNiSW) 25 

4. Mierzecka, A., Kisilowska, M., & Suminas, A. (2017). Researchers’ Expectations Regarding the 

Online Presence of Academic Libraries. College & Research Libraries, 78(7), 934-951. 

doi:10.5860/crl.78.7.934. (JCR List, IF, Lista A MNiSW)  

5. Mierzecka, A., & Suminas, A. (2017). Cyfrowa przestrzeń jako narzędzie organizacji, 

udostępniania i promocji oferty bibliotek akademickich. Kultura Popularna, 50(1), 50-63. 

doi:10.5604/01.3001.0010.0043  

6. Mierzecka, A. (2017). Ewaluacja rozwiązań wyszukiwania treści stosowanych przez europejskie 

biblioteki akademickie w kontekście nawyków informacyjnych użytkowników. In: R. Sapa (Ed.), 
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Diagnostyka w zarządzaniu informacją: perspektywa informatologiczna (s. 347-363). Kraków: 

Biblioteka Jagiellońska.  

7. Grigas, V., Fedosejevaitė, R., & Mierzecka, A. (2016). Librarians as Educators: Affective 

Dimensions Experienced in Teaching. In: S. Kurbanoğlu (et al.) (Eds.), Information Literacy: Key 

to an Inclusive Society (Vol. 676, pp. 619-633): Cham: Springer International Publishing. 

doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-52162-6_61  

8. Mierzecka, A. (2015). Information Behaviors within the Humanities: Searching or Browsing, 

Recall or Precision?  ZIN. Zagadnienia Informacji Naukowej – Studia Informacyjne, 53(1), p. 82-

95.  

C. DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH GOAL AND THE RESULTS, FOLLOWED 

BY DISCUSSION ON THEIR POTENTIAL APPLICATION:  

The mission of academic libraries is to support members of an academic community in their 

research and education activities. The one who wants to explore the ways this mission and the role of 

academic library is realised, should definitely regard an intensive development of digital information 

and communication technologies, offering new tools, but also influencing information behaviours, 

needs, expectations, and habits of the users. The aim of the researches presented in the cycle was to 

explore changes which have been occurring in libraries’ activities, or will be expected in the near 

future, from the users’ perspective. I would like to emphasise that the users’ information needs was a 

starting point of my studies. These studies, as well as previous experiences of my work as an academic 

librarian, lead me to the conclusion that these needs have been and still are changing along with 

dissemination of digital technologies. This situation, being either a challenge, or a great chance, offers 

the libraries a significant potential of new forms of cooperation with the users, which I strived to 

describe and prove in the cycle.  

The cycle consists of eight publications. The situation of academic libraries is characterised 

from different perspectives: a) two main groups of users: students and scholars, as well as the 

librarians, and b) analysis of digital solutions already applied in Polish and foreign libraries. Empirical 

researches are of international and comparative character, because they were realised with Polish and 

Lithuanian respondents: students, scholars, and librarians. It was very important, as enabled 

verification if (or how) local factors influenced the results. Due to the similarities of higher education 

systems, time and agenda of digital technologies’ implementation in education and research, as well 

as language barriers revealed while joining global process of scholar communication (dominated by 

English language), comparing situations in these two countries (Poland and Lithuania) was not only 

possible, but also reasonable for better description of selected phenomena and processes. Extension 
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of the researches enabled generalisation of the conclusions, which were not only the nature of the 

Polish case study. I perceive it important for the library and information science development that the 

scholar discourse is joined by the authors from the Central Europe, where situation and activities of 

the libraries is quite different than of those from the United States, Australia, Great Britain, or 

Scandinavian countries. My studies of international range were concluded with publications in journals 

listed in the Journal Citation Report (the A list of the Ministry of Science and Higher Education): College 

& Research Libraries (rank 36 of the JCR 2017 list, IF 1,626), and the Journal of Librarianship and 

Information Science (rank 48 of the JCR 2017 list, IF 1,089). Six from among eight publications of the 

cycle are written in English, as conclusions from these studies I consider an important contribution to 

the discussion of international scholar community (I will explain it further).  

Hereafter I will discuss in detail how the following publications enrich current knowledge on 

libraries. However, I will start with a general description of the cycle. 

First I would like to point out that substantial characteristics differs to chronology of 

publication, due to the specific of editing process of the journals (up till 2 years since the article is 

accepted). The users of academic libraries determined the key perspective of my research. Empirical 

studies I realised to get knowledge about the scholars’ needs are described in the articles no 4 and 8, 

and those concerning the students’ needs – in the articles no 3 and 5. In the articles no 5 and 6 I also 

analysed digital solutions being used in academic libraries. I completed the picture of academic 

libraries with the studies of academic librarians. It is worth noting that I used different methodologies 

in my research: the in-depth interviews technique – to get better knowledge of the scholars’ needs, 

the diagnostic survey technique – for comparative studies of scholars, students, and librarians from 

Poland and Lithuania, and the eye-tracking technique – during the experiment with students. Broader 

perspective of the topic and the cycle is offered by two publications based on content analysis of the 

studies (meta-analysis) presented in literature (articles no 1 and 2). The diagnosis of academic libraries 

is completed with a reflection based on research reports and articles, not only my individual empirical 

studies, as the literature reflects important problems of the libraries experienced in a local scale all 

over the world. At the same time, as the analysis proves, most of the texts present case studies or have 

a regional/comparative character. A summary of such case studies is missing, answering in a synthetic 

way to the question: what role of an academic library is needed from the users’ perspective? However, 

it should be noted that these case studies are very important in a local perspective, to adapt services 

to specific local users’ needs. I discussed this problem from the students’ perspective in the article no 

2, while in the article no 1 I presented, how changes of scholar communication influence situation of 

academic libraries. To sum up, in my opinion the cycle in both aspects (empirical studies and 
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theoretical reflection) offers new knowledge concerning academic libraries in regard of information 

needs and behaviours of their users. 

In the following part I discuss the main topic and results of each publication that make up my 

research output.  

The article Information Behaviors within the Humanities: Searching or Browsing, Recall or 

Precision? (No 8) focuses on expectations of the researchers who actively use resources of academic 

libraries. Empirical studies in this regard are essential, as they enable identification of some common 

trends for academic communities all over the world, as well as capturing specific of the needs defined 

by local circumstances. The experiment realized with the researchers from the Faculty of History, 

University of Warsaw, was exactly this kind of a study. As I proved in literature review, the researchers 

from the humanities make a group having some problems with usage of libraries’ digital resources. It 

may be a result of their attitude and competences, but also, as I discussed in the text, it may be caused 

by a poor level of resources and tools for work with digital collections. Understanding of such problems 

is very important for adequate preparation of digital resources and services offered by academic 

libraries. The research formula included two in-depth interviews with each respondent (n=27, 52 

interviews in total), concerning: 1) their expectations towards literature searching for research needs, 

and 2) evaluation of the results of the inquiry, realized according to the individual requirements of 

each respondent. It enabled important observations concerning real research projects being realized 

at that time by the respondents. Despite their preliminary declarations that relevance of the searching 

results was as important as their completeness (two parameters describing the results which cannot 

reach high values simultaneously), the study showed that respondents preferred the set of results of 

high completeness, even if it included also irrelevant positions. During the second interview they 

underlined that browsing such sets, even if time-consuming (regardless lack of time declared before), 

did not decreased the level of their satisfaction. It also did not come from their belief in inaccurate 

classification of the results into relevant or irrelevant (I grouped the results of inquiry into relevant and 

irrelevant before presenting them to the respondents), but from the conviction (specific for this group 

of academics) that valuable information can be found while browsing materials not related directly to 

a search topic (so-called serendipity, noted also in other studies). In case of this group of the 

researchers, algorithmic and subject relevance was not a key factor of their satisfaction. They indicated 

other important elements, starting with a type of documents available in digital collections, then the 

way they had been exposed, and tools to work with. The role of tools for comfortable browsing the 

collections of documents related to – broadly speaking – research topics was explicitly stated. The 

tools enabling accurate searching of subject-relevant documents are less important in this context. 
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These observations are extremely important on only for development of knowledge on information 

behaviours of researchers from the humanities, but also in the context of the academic libraries’ 

strategies concerning subscription of literature databases, which differ from each other not only with 

the content, but also with tools for searching and working on the results. Obviously, the knowledge on 

the scholars’ information needs is also important for academic librarians offering them specific 

services.  

Three publications in this cycle (no 3, 4, 5) were written as a result of the project concerning 

the needs related to usage of academic libraries websites. In the past a user interested in library’s 

resources or services had to visit its real building. Nowadays, the users interested either in digital or 

analogue resources and services can contact a library in the Internet. Therefore, adaptation of library’s 

website to the users’ needs is very important and can significantly influence the way (character, 

intensity) how they use its collections or services. The project involved studies of researchers and 

students. Continuing the already mentioned topic of the researchers’ needs, I will start with the study 

described in the article Researchers’ Expectations Regarding the Online Presence of Academic Libraries. 

It aimed at identification of the researchers’ needs in regard of academic library’s website. It was 

realized in cooperation with Dr Małgorzata Kisilowska, Assoc. Prof. and Dr Andrius Suminas, Assoc. 

Prof. We decided to conduct a questionnaire survey, to reach a large number of respondents and to 

verify whether the factors such as science discipline, affiliation, or age influence changes of the needs. 

The survey was realised on the academics from two universities: the University of Warsaw (Poland), 

and the Vilniaus Universitetas (Lithuania). Poland and Lithuania are the countries where digital 

technologies in research practice have been introduced in similar time period, therefore its 

comparison is allowed. Selection of the respondents from two countries and two different universities 

enabled also verification of the role of local circumstances (either national or institutional) of the 

researchers’ needs. Invitation to a survey, realised with the Computer-Assisted Web Interview 

technique, was sent to all the academics whose emails were available at the universities’ websites. We 

received 460 completed surveys (n=320 UW, n=140 VU). The respondents were asked which elements 

of a website were the most important for them. Both in the open (the one opening the questionnaire) 

and closed (the Likert scale) questions access to digital collections was indicated as the most important 

element, followed by the library catalogue (of both printed and digital collections). As the most 

important elements offered in the study were indicated those related to access to digital collections 

(also other than those subscribed by a library), followed by information concerning onsite access to 

resources and services (opening hours, plan of a library, etc.). Definitely less attention was gained by 

educational materials and trainings (virtual or onsite) or cultural events. Comparison of the results for 
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the representatives of sciences and humanities/social sciences was very interesting. Their interest in 

digital collections was equally high, and differences in regard of other elements were quite small. 

Differences in evaluation of elements concerning onsite access to resources (e.g. opening hours, the 

rules on access to traditional collections) were noticed, indicating larger interest of the humanities/ 

social sciences’ academics in this services. As regards age influence on expectations, some differences 

were noticed in regard of the scholars at the beginning of their career (e.g. interest in information 

materials). However, convergence of expectations of Polish and Lithuanian academics is interesting. 

Despite a bit more interest of the Lithuanians in information about a library, its cultural activity, 

trainings and information materials (maximal difference – 1,2 point), as the study showed, the scholars 

from both countries were agreed which elements of a website were important for them. For such 

general expectations as those related to library’s virtual offer no differences were noticed in regard of 

a science discipline, age, local and/or institutional circumstances. It is worth nothing that this study 

showed a library’s website as an access point to library’s collections rather than services: digital 

collections mostly, but also information needed for onsite access. Much less a website is used for the 

services offered by the librarians – interactive communication tools or online courses did not reach 

high evaluations, neither were mentioned in answers to an open question (a few mentions only 

concerning possibilities of ordering inquiries).   

Academic libraries dedicate their collections and services to two main groups of users – the 

researchers and the students, the needs of which are not always similar. In the article Academic Library 

Website Functions in the Context of Users’ Information Needs the study on the needs of the latter 

group was presented. Except a very important matter of identifying the students’ needs, it also seeks 

answer to a more general question – how an academic library website’s functions should be defined 

and evaluated, in regard of the users’ needs? Literature review revealed that although studies on 

academic libraries websites had been conducted, they did not answered this particular question. The 

most adequate was a discussion by Remigiusz Sapa, who – referring to a benchmarking study of Polish 

and American libraries – selected 9 main functions of their websites. We referred to this publication 

to determine website elements for which we asked the respondents – researchers (the study described 

in the Researchers’ Expectations Regarding…) and students. Following similar motivation as in case of 

the researchers’ study, we decided to ask the students of the University of Warsaw (Poland) and the 

Vilniaus Universitetas (Lithuania) this time. This study I realized together with Dr Andrius Suminas. 

Despite the study was also a quantitative one (questionnaire survey), we decided that in case of 

students the better would be the Paper & Pen Personal Interview technique, therefore the 

questionnaires were disseminated among students in a library building (auditorium formula), in the 
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University of Warsaw (n=340) and the Vilniaus Universitetas (n=340) respectively. We were keen to 

gather information from the students who actually used a library. As for website elements which were 

the most important for the users, both the results of the open questions and evaluation of elements 

in the closed one show, that these are: a library catalogue, opening hours and localisation, user’s 

account, digital collections, and plan of a library. Again, differences between users’ evaluations were 

insignificant. Comparing these results with those of the researchers, a larger interest in practical 

information (e.g. opening hours), and a smaller one in digital collections (4th rank) should be 

mentioned. Ranking of students’ answers according to the elements’ importance level gave rise to 

conclusions concerning 5 most important functions of academic library’s website, from a user’s point 

of view: 1) support in resources usage (digital and traditional); 2) promotion of cultural events; 3) 

support in access to valuable Internet information sources; 4) education, and 5) development of a 

library showcase in the Internet. Further, the results lead to a conclusion that the users are particularly 

interested in website elements fulfilling the 1st function, however, the 4th and 5th in particular are not 

important for them. The empirical part of the study resulted in knowledge about the users’ needs 

related only to library website functions, but in broader perspective it can become a starting point for 

a reflection on changing role of academic libraries. Adequate preparation of library services cannot be  

realised disregarding the fact that academics and students (main library users) belong to one of the 

most active groups using network solutions, and from the libraries they expect first of all online access 

to resources. In this situation libraries compete with other mediators in access to information (e.g. 

portals, like ResearchGate), and have to strive to make their offer more competitive. In addition to 

facilitating online access to resources (this topic is discussed in-depth in the publication no 5), it is also 

indispensable to develop attractive (from the users’ perspective) services (this topic is discussed in the 

article no 1).  

In the next article I analyse to which extent libraries answer the users (students) needs, 

referring to the case study of the University Library in Warsaw (ULW). The study concerns the topics 

discussed in two publications presented above. The main questions are: for what purpose academic 

libraries use their websites, and whether the current way of sharing information on the website allows 

for effective finding the needed content. The study consists of two parts. The first one is the analysis 

of the website architecture – I checked what elements were placed on the first and second menu levels 

of the website, and I ascribed each of them with a function (according to R. Sapa’s classification). I also 

verified whether website elements indicated by the students as the most important were placed on a 

first or second menu level. This analysis revealed that the ULW used its website mostly as a tool of 

information concerning library as an institution, information about traditional collections and services 
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related to their accessibility. These results are in contrast to information about users’ expectations we 

found out previously. In the other part of the study, realised in cooperation with Dr Andrius Suminas, 

we invited 50 students to an eye-tracking experiment (the study was realised within the ULW, to reach 

actual users of the library). The tool used was the mobile Tobii X2-30 Eye Tracker, to register gaze 

movements of the users while watching the website at the laptop. We registered both users gaze paths 

and duration of fixations on particular elements of the website. Each respondent’s duty was to find 

one element at the website, indicated as important in previous study (5 most important elements, 

each localised by 10 respondents). Besides eye-tracking measurement, showing clearly the way of 

information searching and intuitive localisation of website elements, we registered also a total time of 

task realisation. Confronting the results of website analysis (10 most important – from the users’ 

perspective – elements available at the first or second menu level) with observations of the students 

behaviours, we found out the problem of website information overload. Even if the elements searched 

were available at the website, they were hardly findable among a flood of all information – it was 

clearly revealed by an eye-tracking measurement, for example in regard of localisation of a plan of 

library. Moreover, the website did not offer the searching functionality, only browsing. In regard of 

students’ information habits, which (as proved by other studies) have been more and more shaped by 

usage of the Google search engine, this solution does not support effective website usage. In the light 

of these results one can also ask a more general question, if academic library website should be used 

more as a promotion and cooperation tool, or as a space for services for the users. It is worth noting 

that the results of the study, as well as the recommendations in the article, effected in a real change, 

i.e. improvement of the library’s offer. They were passed to the ULW librarians; currently the library’s 

website has changed diametrically and it fulfils all the recommendations mentioned above.  

The next article from the cycle also focuses on the usage of academic library resources via their 

websites. This time I used the benchmarking technique, comparing and analysing solutions applied by 

the best European academic libraries. The article aimed at research literature review indicating how 

the searching information habits of the academic library users have been changing. It also includes a 

review of solutions being currently used in leading university libraries. Referring to the literature 

concerning searching information habits, mostly of the students, but the researchers as well, influence 

of the habit of applying solutions of the most popular Google search engine is clearly recognizable. 

Ease and speed of access to information become nowadays an attribute more appreciated by the users 

than its reliability. Academic libraries, implementing different forms of access to their resources, 

should regard this, as well as often lacking orientation in a variety and diversity of information sources 

among the users. In regard of the weight of access to library resources via a website, proved in my 
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previous studies, I considered finding out how it was realised by the best European academic libraries 

as noteworthy. The analysis included websites of the libraries of the European universities ranked 

among the first 100 at the Academic Ranking of World Universities 2016 (the so-called Shanghai List). 

Additionally, I also decided to included libraries of two Polish universities from this list (ranked in the 

5th hundred): the Jagiellonian University (in Cracow) and the University of Warsaw. 33 academic 

libraries were analysed in total. Such a selection made possible evaluation of academic libraries’ 

activities towards the users, which were hardly described in literature. In the result of the analysis I 

developed the classification of the content searching tools. Although the libraries used different 

systems, most of them considered users’ needs, striving to simplify searching mechanisms at the first 

stage, and introducing more complex mechanisms of selection of the results solely at the stage of 

seeing the searching results. High diversity of applied solutions (also between two Polish libraries) 

revealed inability of developing ideal or universal systems, as well as high dynamics of technological 

changes, forcing permanent actualisation or modernisation of these tools. In the article I underlined 

the need of permanent exploration of changing users’ needs, as well as available technological 

solutions, as a key element of reaching high level of competitiveness of the libraries towards other 

information providers in the Internet.  

The articles discussed above presented activities of academic libraries from the users’ 

(researchers and students) perspective, as well as digital solutions implemented to answer these 

needs. In the next study I put forward the librarians’ perspective. Their role has been changing, and 

their duties (to be discussed in detail below) are no longer limited to collection and provision of books 

and journals. Digital technologies has caused changes in this area either – the more and more 

complicated tools of literature databases, reference managers, evaluation indicators of research 

output and journals: to name only a few areas where librarians have an expert knowledge and can 

educate the others. It should be mentioned that changes in duties/ possibilities in librarians’ services 

are not limited to education (see: article no 1). Referring to my experience as a former academic 

librarian and current scholar I am aware that changes in Poland has not gone too far yet. This opinion 

is confirmed by the academic librarians from the Vilniaus Universitetas Library, whom I asked to run a 

study together. As we settled, even educational tasks of a range and size as realized so far are quite a 

novelty for the academic librarians from our both countries, as compared for example with 

experiences of Scandinavian librarians. The more and more libraries offer nowadays specialist trainings 

in databases, reference managers, bibliometrics, to complete previous education services directed 

mostly to the 1st year students. Therefore, planning empirical study concerning librarians’ attitudes 

towards their new duties, we decided to focus on emotions related to educational activities. Emotions 
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accompanying such duties, as revealed by literature, influence significantly effectiveness of such 

activities. To reach the largest possible group of academic librarians, we applied CAWI (Computer 

Assisted Web Interview) interviews in this study as well, with 125 correctly completed questionnaires 

in return (68 from Lithuania and 57 from Poland). The librarians were asked to evaluate their emotions 

related to: 1) motivation for teaching, 2) self-evaluation as teachers, 3) the teaching process itself.  The 

seven-point scale was applied, opposite ends of which were defined with pairs of antonymous 

adjectives naming emotions. It should be mentioned that it was a declarative study, therefore it did 

not reveal real emotions of the librarians. However, we found out how they presented their attitudes 

towards these duties. This kind of information was important for us as well. As for differences between 

Polish and Lithuanian librarians, we confirmed that our Polish respondents more often realised 

obligatory courses included into curricula. As for results concerning emotions, we found out positive 

attitudes of the librarians in three analysed categories. The most positive emotions were related to 

self-evaluation as a teacher, and the least –  to the teaching process itself. It suggested that although 

the librarians felt motivated and evaluated their teaching competences highly, the teaching process 

posed to them some difficulties. However it should be noticed, that standard deviation in regard of a 

few aspects (e.g. definition of teaching-related emotions: unpleasant/pleasant; teaching process 

evaluation: tiring/easy) reached 2 points in the seven-point scale. This proves differences between 

librarians’ attitudes. In quantitative studies we can only suppose that this is caused by different areas 

of teaching and different experiences in teaching – the less positive attitudes were presented by 

Lithuanian librarians, who mostly realized optional courses, not included into curricula. These results 

are based on the respondents’ declarations, however even as such, they reveal librarians’ increasing 

readiness to teaching. This is another information to be regarded in discussion of changes in activities 

of the academic libraries.  

Next two articles (no 1 and 2) aimed at description of academic libraries’ functioning in a wider 

perspective. In my empirical studies on academic libraries I have been referred and read many 

publications concerning this topic. This reading, as well as experiences and exchange of information 

during international conferences, made me able to state that activities of academic libraries in 

countries such as the United States, Australia, or Scandinavian countries, were much more developed 

than in Poland or (as we found out) in Lithuania. It is related either with expanding the services offered, 

or studies on the users’ needs. Experiences of such libraries presented in literature become a perfect 

source of good practices for our academic libraries, even if most of such publications report case 

studies. However, if we analyse these publications from the perspective of library and information 

science development, a lack of an in-depth reflection on changing (real or potential) role of academic 
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libraries and its consequences for their effective functioning, is clearly recognizable. Therefore I 

decided to close the cycle (and suggest directions of future research) with publications presenting a 

broader picture of situation, as described in previous studies, focusing on the needs of academic 

libraries’ users.   

The article Students’ Information Needs and Digital Technologies in Academic Libraries refers 

to the studies concerning academic libraries functioning in the context of students’ needs and 

expectations. I decided that digital technologies, influencing strongly evolution of information 

behaviours, were the main factor of changes taking place in academic libraries. Literature concerning 

academic libraries is quite rich, therefore I limited my inquiry to analysis of leading LIS journals. I 

considered analysis of research results published in the journals listed in the Journal Citation Report 

the best way to present the situation. In consequence, I realized an inquiry in the Web of Science 

database, searching instruction in the “topic” field (searched fields: title, subject, and abstract) with 

the following wording: TS=("academic library" or "academic libraries" or "university library" or 

"university libraries" or "college library" or "college libraries" ) AND TS=student*. Such a broad 

instruction was formulated to identify all articles concerning academic libraries in regard of students’ 

needs and expectations. Deliberately I did not place terms related to digital technologies in the 

instruction – there were too many words to be used in this meaning. Therefore, I decided to realise 

further selection of articles during browsing results of such an inquiry. Additionally, chronological 

range was limited to last 5 years. The inquiry results amounted to 328 articles, from among which – 

after content analysis – I selected 80 publications concerning academic libraries and application of 

digital technologies in regard of students’ needs. I identified the following main research trends: 

• usage of e-resources, 

• access to online library offer, 

• communication with the users, 

• education activity of the libraries.  

Effective usage of e-resources is a topic studied by many researchers. As regards the students, 

they focus mostly on the reasons of too rare (in librarians’ opinion) use of this resources: lack of 

knowledge, lack of skills in finding and using them, preferences towards printed formats as more 

efficient for education goals. Commonly expressed fears that e-resources will shortly replace 

traditional collections are not confirmed in analysed texts. In regard of such observations, 

development of adequate conditions to access online resources and services seems to be the more 

important task. As the researches proved, the students were not interested in accessing libraries via 

smartphones. Other publications on this topic studied mostly technical usability of desktop versions of 
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websites, or individual solutions of access/ content searching. These results confirm importance of our 

analyses concerning students’ information behaviours (article no 3). As regards communication with 

the users, at the beginning of my study I expected that students’ common usage of social media or 

other forms of digital communication would also be noticeable in interactions with a library. Therefore, 

their reluctance to use digital forms of communication with a library (confirmed by researches in 

different countries) surprised me. They perceive social media as a kind of “a noticeboard”, with an 

advantage of personalisation, but the potential of interactive communication was not perceived as 

useful. In turn, analysis of publications concerning education activity of libraries proves that new 

technologies offer a wide spectrum of possibilities in regard of interesting, engaging trainings, being 

realised by the libraries more and more often. To sum up, there was no publication where research 

results became a basis for theoretical reflection on the library’s role and mission in a changing 

environment among analysed texts. Most of them offered practical recommendations concerning 

betterment of academic libraries’ functioning. In consequence we can state that common usage of 

digital technologies has significantly changed functioning of academic libraries, but these changes are 

not revolutionary in regard of the students’ needs. The literature analysis revealed one trend common 

to the expectations of users in regard of various spheres of library activity: collection and indexing, 

education, communication, or new services. This is the demand of personalisation of all these activities 

according to expectations of particular student groups (or even individuals), and leaving metaphorical 

“library’s walls” to provide services in a way and where it is expected by a user.  

The publication The Role of Academic Libraries in Scholarly Communication: A Meta-Analysis 

of Research closes the cycle. I aimed at analysis of academic libraries activities important in regard of 

the researchers’ needs – very important or requiring in-depth changes, followed by answering the 

question in which spheres and how academic libraries can support researchers’ participation in scholar 

communication. With the assumptions similar to those accepted in the study presented in Students’ 

Information Needs and Digital Technologies in Academic Libraries, I applied analogous methods of 

literature selection, searching publications according to the instruction TS= ("academic library" OR 

"academic libraries" OR "university library" OR "university libraries" OR "college library" OR "college 

libraries") AND TS=(scholars OR scientists OR faculty OR researchers OR academics). However, this time 

my interest was not limited to digital technologies. Changes in how the research projects have been 

conducted in last years, resulting – among others – form digital technologies – are so wide, that precise 

limitation of this area would be difficult. 51 from among the searched publications concerned libraries 

support for academics activities. I did a content analysis to determine the main topics which were: 

• general attitudes of researchers and librarians towards cooperation, 
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• descriptions of scholars and librarians cooperation within research projects, 

• provision of resources answering academics’ needs, 

• support in management of research data, 

• support in selection of adequate publishing strategy.   

The kind of support discussed the most widely in the analysed publications was the one given 

by the librarians participating directly in research projects. Many different opinions on this topic should 

be noticed, of both the scholars and the librarians. The one is that the librarians should stay with 

traditional forms of activity, limiting their research support to provision of adequate collections. The 

other – that their active participation in the whole research process can be very helpful. It seems 

obvious that previous individual experiences of cooperation influence strongly respondents’ attitudes. 

Projects described in literature, engaging both scholars and librarians, seem to be beneficial for both 

groups, however it is also obvious that only personalised cooperation, adapted to the requirements of 

both parts (concerning either level or scope of cooperation), was successfully ended. As comes to 

provision of the resources, this issue was dominated by e-resources use. Differently than a couple of 

years earlier, opinions confirming high utility of such resources, also for the researchers from the 

humanities, were dominating, although printed collections (books in particular) are still commonly 

used. The authors underlined common use of digital resources, not only subscribed by a library, due 

to their ease and speed of access. An absolutely new issue, attracting a lot of attention, is the 

researchers’ support in collection, storage, and potential provision of data gathered in the result of 

research processes. As proved in literature, it is a new challenge for most of the researchers, who lack 

competences and/or time to take care for adequate storage and/or provision and sharing of research 

data. Therefore this is an issue where librarians’ support can be extremely helpful. A publishing process 

has also been changing in last years: from the one hand it is determined by the need of high parametric 

evaluation, from the other – changing situation of publishing market, including an Open Access policy, 

activities of so-called predatory journals, etc. Librarians possess (or are able to) an expert knowledge 

in this issues, which could significantly support researchers’ work. General look at observations made 

in analysed texts clearly reveals that academic libraries are in the process of profound changes and 

redefinition of their role in supporting the scholars. From the one hand the academics move away from 

the libraries, reading or accessing library collections online. From the other – changes in scholar 

communication process, caused mostly by development of digital technologies, enriched libraries 

potential by participation in research projects and scholar communication as partners offering expert 

knowledge. As I underline in the article, the factor determining successful involvement in this type of 

activities is offering personalised services, adapted to individuals’ needs, or even the needs of 
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particular research projects. An important element systematising these observations is categorisation 

of different forms of support for a research project, which I found in analysed texts and organised 

according to particular stages of scholar communication process. It allows to look at academic libraries 

potential activities and LIS education from the new perspective.  

I described a changing role of academic libraries in the cycle, and determined to what extent 

these changes are caused by dissemination of digital information technologies. I tried to present the 

situation form the users perspective: both researchers and students, and librarians as well. The analysis 

was based on my empirical researches, realized with qualitative, quantitative, and biometric (eye-

tracking) methods. I also took a broader perspective, based on the state of research on these issues. I 

believe that my studies and publications shed a new light to the tasks and role of libraries in the 

academic community. 

 

5. OTHER RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENTS  

A. Description of other research achievements 

Presentation of other research publications I start with general overview of my scholar 

achievements: according to the Ministry of Science and Higher Education Regulation on July 13, 2012 

on criteria and procedure of granting a science category to scientific units – Dz.U. 2012, pos. 877, total 

number of points received for my hitherto research publications amounts to 238, with 218 for my post-

doctoral output included (Hirsch index – h-index: 3, i10-index: 1, no of citations: 35 (counted with 

Publish or Perish). Digital copies of my publications are available in the CEON repository, the 

ResearchGate.net portal, and in Medioteka (former: Bibliologiczna Biblioteka Cyfrowa).  

Beyond the cycle of research publications described above as a basis of my application for 

commencing the procedure of a “doctor with habilitation” degree, my most important research 

focuses on information behaviours of different user groups. 

Badania zachowań informacyjnych [Information behaviours research] – this is the title of the 

monograph based on my Ph.D. dissertation, which was a starting point for my studies in this area. 

Theoretical part of this book includes analysis of information behaviour models in regard of their 

usability in studies on information behaviour of the researchers. However, due to a broad perspective 

I chose, it presents the most important achievements in information behaviour research, regardless 

the context. Such a projects have been conducted mostly abroad in last years, and there were hardly 
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any Polish publication on this topic at that time. This work made me aware of the meaning of studies 

dedicated to particular groups of users and their needs. As I described below, it was reflected in my 

research activities. Another publication of general character, offering framework for further research, 

is the original article written together with Dr Małgorzata Kisilowska, Assoc. Prof. and Dr Justyna 

Jasiewicz: Relationality Is the Key: The Family of Digital Competencies’ Catalogues and Their 

Potential Applications (post-doctoral publication). It is the result of several research projects we 

realized (described in the reports Taksonomia funkcjonalnych kompetencji cyfrowych oraz 

metodologia pomiaru poziomu funkcjonalnych kompetencji cyfrowych osób z pokolenia 50+ 

[Taxonomy of functional digital competences and methodology of measurement of their level for the 

people aged 50+] and Ramowy katalog kompetencji cyfrowych [Framework Catalogue of Digital 

Competences]), and presents the new approach to studies and realization of educational 

challenges related to digital skills. According to the assumptions for this project, the use of digital 

technologies should be viewed from a wider perspective than the ability to use them to perform 

specific tasks only. The starting point for development of the framework catalogue of digital 

competences was twofold: the Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of relationships among social classes, and 

the Jan van Dijk’s postulate to perceive motivation as a determinant of digital technologies use. 

The article discusses the necessity of researches on information behaviours and digital 

technologies use, with regard of specifics of particular information user groups. The studies 

presented in my research output reflect my aspirations to fulfil these postulates.  

I have been particularly interested in information behaviour in the sphere of  culture for some 

time. This issue is discussed in the publication Dostęp to za mało… Usługi cyfrowe w instytucjach 

kultury… [Access is not enough… Digital services in cultural institutions: the offer of the National 

Audiovisual Institute (NAI) vs expectations and competences of young users] (post-doc publication), 

written together with Dr Małgorzata Kisilowska, Assoc. Prof., and Dr Justyna Jasiewicz. We analyse 

there the habits of young people concerning everyday use of digital technologies, and the ways to 

attract their attention with the offer of digital cultural resources. The study was realised with a small 

group of respondents, but thanks to its methodology (two focus group interviews and an experiment), 

interesting results were found. Besides recommendations on how to develop an offer of digital cultural 

resources, these results made a basis for an in-depth reflection concerning affective factors influencing 

information behaviours related to participation in culture. Together with Dr Małgorzata Kisilowska, 

Assoc. Prof., we developed the information behaviour model in the sphere of culture, with a key role 

of affective factors, and presented our findings at the ISIC 2018 conference (described in 5D of this 

Report) and the original article, which is not discussed in detail here, as it has an “in print” status, and 
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is accepted to publication in the Information Research journal (JCR list and the A list of the Ministry of 

Science and Higher Education).  

The issues of accessing and usage of cultural resources were also a topic of the publication 

Działalność lokalnych instytucji kultury na rzecz rozwoju kompetencji cyfrowych [Activities of local 

cultural institutions for the development of digital competences] (post-doc publication), where I 

analyse the best practices of cultural institutions aiming at improvement of digital competences, 

in regard of the theory of information behaviour. Together with Prof. Elżbieta B. Zybert, I was also 

a co-editor of the monograph Instytucje kultury jako ośrodki życia społecznego [Cultural 

institutions as centres of social life] (post-doc publication). 

The other area of my research was schools potential in regard of influencing information 

behaviours of the kids – improvement of their digital competences. The article School Librarians’ 

Attitudes Towards Teaching Information Literacy (post-doc publication) describes the survey 

realised together with Vincas Grigas and Roma Fedosejevaitė in Poland and Lithuania, among 

librarians from upper secondary schools, providing information literacy trainings (diagnostic 

survey, 500 schools were invited, 230 correctly completed questionnaires returned). We studied 

emotional attitudes of the librarians, as well as the contents they perceive as most important in 

their trainings. The librarians had positive attitudes towards their teaching duties (Polish 

respondents in particular), and they focused on teaching how to find information. Issues such as 

evaluation, critical analysis, application of the results were much less often taught by them. 

Therefore, this issues should receive much more attention, in particular nowadays, in the time 

called sometimes as a “post-truth era”.  Together with our colleagues with Hungary we would like 

to expand this project – currently we are at the process on sending questionnaires to the teachers 

from three countries (Poland, Lithuania, Hungary), to explore more deeply the problem of 

teaching information literacy. We verified the questionnaire with the group of Lithuanian 

teachers, results of which are presented in the article Secondary School Teachers’ Attitudes to 

Information Literacy: a Study of a Questionnaire Validity (post-doc publication). The problem of 

teaching the youth is also discussed in the text Świetlice szkolne jako potencjalna przestrzeń 

edukacji cyfrowej [School common rooms as potential space for digital education] (post-doc 

publication), written as the result of the research project I managed (contractors: Dr Małgorzata 

Kisilowska, Assoc. Prof., Dr Justyna Jasiewicz; project realised in cooperation with the Orange 

Foundation in Poland). The goal of the study was to explore the potential of introducing additional 

courses in information literacy to primary schools – for either students or teachers, and in 
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particular teachers’ attitudes towards such an initiative. We are very proud of the social 

implementation of the results of this project: the recommendations, as well as expert cooperation 

which is still realised, contributed to the development of the MegaMission programme. Its 

following editions reach a great interest of the schools. The results of the studies of digital 

technologies implementation in schools are also presented in the report Nowe media w polskiej 

szkole [New media in Polish schools] (post-doc report). The project managed by Dr Justyna Jasiewicz 

aimed at diagnosis of digital technologies’ usage by the teachers in their teaching practice. 

Studies on information behaviour of people working in business sector (small and 

medium enterprises) are also very interesting. Referring to the concept of the framework 

catalogue of digital competences (presented above), together with Dr Małgorzata Kisilowska, 

Assoc. Prof., and Dr Justyna Jasiewicz we described experiences and conclusions concerning 

research methods in regard of this group in the article Complex and Multivariable: Methodology 

of Exploring Digital Literacy and Training Needs Within the Polish SME Sector (post-doc 

publication). These results come from a nationwide research project commissioned by the Google 

Poland. It was of particular importance to realise the project in a way enabling gathering of 

information concerning subjective, individual experiences of the respondents, and their situation, 

which influenced significantly their information behaviours and use of digital technologies.  

Together with Dr Andrius Suminas we have been studying information behaviour of the 

youth in relations to politics. Before last presidential elections (2014 in Lithuania, 2015 in Poland), 

we surveyed students, asking them how the find and use information concerning politics (Paper 

& Pen Interviewing method, we collected 412 completed questionnaires from Lithuanian, and 430 

from Polish respondents). The results from the Lithuanian survey are published in the article 

Political Information Sources for Young Citizens: A Case Study of Lithuanian Youth Information 

Behavior (post-doc publication). The results prove the hypothesis concerning domination of digital 

information sources (portals, and social media in particular). However, despite declared interest 

in elections, the respondents practically do not use the potential of interactive engagement in 

these information channels, they remain passive observers. The study is being continued. 

There are also other publications on different topics that make up my research output. 

Ewaluacja efektywności systemów informacyjno-wyszukiwawczych - wybrane parametry ocen 

[Evaluation of effectiveness of information searching systems – selected parameters] (post-doc 

publication) presents analysis of quality evaluation methods of information-searching systems 
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being used in research process. However, these methods have not been applied for searching 

evaluation by the users – I mentioned these topics in my Ph.D. dissertation. Moreover, there are 

3 publications (2 post-doc and 1 pre-doc) documenting my interest in higher education reform, 

and 2 post-doc publications being a result of my participation in the grant concerning public 

libraries mediation in a state-citizen relations. From among pre-doc publications, two articles are 

worth mentioning:  Podstawowe strategie wyszukiwania informacji i ich wykorzystanie w praktyce 

[Basic information searching strategies and their practical application] and Strategia, heurystyka i 

taktyka wyszukiwania informacji [Strategy, heuristics, and tactics of information searching]. I 

discussed there topics related to information searching in digital resources, which were not 

discussed in Polish literature of that time. These articles are very useful in my teaching activities. 

In turn, the article Bibliologiczne wsparcie w sieci [Internet support for LIS scholars] (pre-doc 

publication) analyses digital tools potentially useful for the LIS researchers.  

I would also like to underline that most of my texts were published in English language, to 

join an international process of scholar communication, and to offer the Polish (or Central 

European – in regard of the projects realised together with Lithuanian and Hungarian partners) 

perspective. This perspective has not been sufficiently represented so far in case of information 

behaviour research.  

 

B. Selected research projects 

In last years I have managed and participated in a dozen of research projects. I will discuss here 

the most important ones, in the light of my research interests (complete list of these projects is 

presented in the List of research output, point 2 I). Below I will describe the projects funded by scholar 

institutions, non-governmental organisations, or business entities. First I will present the projects I 

managed, than international grants, and finally the Polish ones.  

I took part in 14 research projects as a contractor and/or expert. These projects, financially 

supported by different organisations and institutions – including the National Science Centre, non-

governmental organisations, and business entities – were of cognitive character and were realized with 

the highest standards of research work. They often resulted directly or indirectly from my cooperation 

with the University’s environment (described in section 5 G of this Report). They were finalised with 

expertises (described in section 5 G of this Report and section III M of the List of research output, with 
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information concerning % share of authorship), and substantial support for activities realised by 

funding institutions.  

Młodzi, edukacja, kultura w cyfrowym świecie. Zasoby cyfrowe Narodowego Instytutu 

Audiowizualnego jako element oferty edukacyjnej dla gimnazjalistów [The youth, education and 

culture in digital world. Digital resources of the National Audiovisual Institute as a part of education 

offer for the students of lower secondary schools] – this project I managed and realised together with 

the academics from the Faculty of Journalism, Information and Book Studies (agreement on November 

8, 2016, amount of 30.000 PLN, realisation: November 2016 – January 2017). We used the technique 

of focus group interviews to find out how digital technologies permeate information behaviours of the 

youth, and what is the ICT potential for increased participation in culture. The study was finalised with 

the report Młodzi, edukacja, kultura w cyfrowym świecie. Zasoby cyfrowe Narodowego Instytutu 

Audiowizualnego jako element oferty edukacyjnej dla gimnazjalistów [The youth, education and 

culture in digital world. Digital resources of the National Audiovisual Institute as a part of education 

offer for the students of lower secondary schools], including also the review of best practices of 

cultural institutions from all over the world, and recommendations concerning increased cultural 

participation of the youth. The results were also presented at two scientific conferences (including the 

ISIC 2018 – The Information Behaviour Conference) and in two research publications: Emotions, 

experience, identity – motivations of the teens’ information behaviour in the area of culture (in-print, 

accepted for publication in the Information Research Journal [JCR List, IF, the A List of the MSHE] and 

Dostęp to za mało… Usługi cyfrowe w instytucjach kultury: oferta Narodowego Instytutu 

Audiowizualnego a oczekiwania i kompetencje młodych użytkowników [Access is not enough… Digital 

services in cultural institutions: the offer of the National Audiovisual Institute vs expectations and 

competences of young users] (the chapter in the monograph).  

I also managed the MegaMisja [MegaMission] project (agreement on August 27, 2015, amount 

of 66.000 PLN, realisation: 2015), as a part of the substantial support for the Orange Foundation in 

Poland. The contractors included the academics of the Department of Information and Book Studies, 

UW, and experts of the Centrum Cyfrowe Projekt: Polska. The research aim was to determine factors 

and contexts influencing digital literacy courses for teachers and students in Polish schools. The project 

was finalised with the report MegaMisja. Raport otwarcia [MegaMission. The Opening Report], the 

chapter in the monograph Świetlice szkolne jako potencjalna przestrzeń edukacji cyfrowej [School 

common rooms as potential space for digital education] and the expertise commissioned by the 

Orange Foundation; the results were also presented at the scientific conference (Toruń 2016).  
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In 2015 I also managed the project Taksonomia funkcjonalnych kompetencji cyfrowych oraz 

metodologia pomiaru poziomu funkcjonalnych kompetencji cyfrowych osób z pokolenia 50+ 

[Taxonomy of functional digital competences of people aged 50+, with measurement methodology], 

realized by the Centrum Cyfrowe Projekt: Polska, as a substantial support for the activities aiming at 

social inclusion of people aged 50+, realised by the “Miasta w Internecie” Association (agreement on 

November 14, 2014, amount of 31.000 PLN, realisation: 2015). The research team included the experts 

of the Centrum Cyfrowe Projekt: Polska, and the academics from the University of Warsaw, the SWPS 

University, the University of Białystok, and the Cardinal Wyszyński University. The project was finalised 

with the report and catalogue of digital competences of people aged 50+, which became a starting 

point for further enquiries, as well as development of the general framework catalogue of functional 

digital competences (the article Relationality is the Key: The Family of Digital Competencies’ Catalogues 

and their Potential Applications), and its variant dedicated to small and medium enterprises (the article 

Complex and Multivariable: Methodology of Exploring Digital Literacy and Training Needs within the 

Polish SME Sector).  

Currently I am a participant of the grant The ALM-Field, Digitalization, and the Public Sphere 

(ALMPUB, grant no 259052, funding: Norwegian Research Council, KULMEDIA Program, amount of 15 

mln NOK), the project coordinated by the Department of Archivistics, Library, and Information Science, 

Oslo Metropolitan University (OsloMet). Together with the Norwegian Institute for Urban and Regional 

Research, the University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway, the University of Copenhagen - 

Royal School of Library and Information Science (Denmark), the Uppsala University (Sweden), the 

Potsdam University of Applied Sciences (Germany), the HTW Chur – University of Applied Sciences 

(Switzerland), the National Library of Hungary (Hungary), the Department of Library and Information 

Science (LIS), University of Iceland (Iceland) we are studying the role of public libraries, museums and 

archives as public institutions in the time of development of digital technologies. The results will be 

presented in the book published by Walter de Gruyter GmbH. 

In 2015 I participated in the grant Academic Careers Understood through Measurement and 

Norms (ACUMEN): Analysis of emerging reputation mechanisms for scholars  (Grant Agreement 

266632, Contract 154244-2014 A08-GB, European Commission 7th Framework, project manager: Prof. 

Paul Wouters) concerning potential of digital technologies to develop research reputation of young 

scholars.  

As regards national projects, in 2015 I was a member of the research team of the project 

Internetowe Rewolucje. Katalog Kompetencji Cyfrowych Małych Firm [Internet Revolutions. 

Catalogue of Digital Competences of SMEs] (the research project realised by the Centrum Cyfrowe 
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Projekt: Polska, agreement on September 21, 2015, amount of 102.000 PLN, substantial support for 

the Google Poland, project manager: Katarzyna Zaniewska). Using qualitative methodology, we 

studied application of digital technologies by the SMEs employees all over Poland. In the years 2014-

2015 I participated in the project Analiza doświadczeń oraz identyfikacja dobrych praktyk w obszarze 

wspierania rozwoju kompetencji cyfrowych w kontekście przygotowania szczegółowych zasad 

wdrażania Programu Operacyjnego Polska Cyfrowa na lata 2014-2020 oraz koordynacji celu 

tematycznego 2 [Analysis of experiences and identification of good practices supporting digital 

competences development, in regard of developing detailed rules of implementation of the 

Operational Programme Digital Poland for the years 2014-2020, and coordination of the thematic goal 

2] (the research project commissioned by the Minister of Infrastructure and Development, realised by 

the consortium of the WiseEuropa Institute and the Centrum Cyfrowe Projekt: Polska, agreement on 

August 2014, amount of 260.000 PLN, project managers: Dr Alek Tarkowski, Dr Justyna Jasiewicz, Sonia 

Buchholtz), concerning proposal of the strategy of effective development of digital competences, 

based on previous Polish and foreign experiences. In 2013 I participated in the project Kompetencje 

cyfrowe nauczycieli i wykorzystanie nowych mediów w szkolnictwie podstawowym, gimnazjalnym i 

ponadgimnazjalnym – diagnoza [Digital competences of the teachers and new media usage in 

primary, lower and upper secondary education in Poland] (grant no 9074/13/DMP of the Minister of 

Culture and National Heritage, the Observatory of Culture priority, amount of 143.000, project 

manager: Dr Justyna Jasiewicz). We surveyed the teachers, their attitudes and behaviours in regard of 

application of digital technologies in teaching. In the years 2011-2013 I worked as a contractor in the 

grant e-Urząd-Biblioteka-Obywatel. Biblioteki jako pośrednicy w dostępie do informacji i usług 

publicznych [e-Office-Library-Citizen. Libraries as mediators in access to public information and 

services] (NSC grant no 2011/03/D/HS2/01124, amount of 221.000 PLN, project manager: Dr Mariusz 

Luterek). We studied the role of public libraries as mediators in relations between citizens and 

government in Poland, France, Great Britain, Germany, and Denmark. Publications related to the 

projects presented above are discussed in section 4 of this Report.  

It is worth noting, that I received the Ph.D. grant from the National Science Centre (no NN103 

021137, amount of 46.550 PLN, realisation: 2009-2012) for the research project Wyszukiwanie w 

dokumentacyjnych systemach informacyjnych w świetle potrzeb środowiska akademickiego 

[Information searching in document information systems in regard of the needs of the academics] 

realised within the works on my Ph.D. dissertation. 
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The research projects I consider important from the academic point of view, which did not 

received a specific funding, are discussed in section 5D of this Report: Cooperation, international and 

national contacts.  

 

C. Cooperation, international and national contacts  

The following research projects based on international cooperation are noteworthy. The one 

was mentioned in regard of publication – which is the project realised in cooperation with the Vilnius 

University and the Eszterházy Károly University (Research Group on School Pedagogy), concerning 

teaching information literacy in schools. I am responsible for the Polish surveys. One article has been 

published so far (Secondary School Teachers’ Attitudes to Information Literacy: A Pilot Study of a 

Multinational Survey), and the results were presented at the European Conference on Information 

Literacy (Oulu 2018). Previously, in 2017, together with partners from the Vilnius University we realised 

the study concerning school librarians and their attitudes towards teaching information literacy 

(publication School Librarians’ Attitudes Towards Teaching Information Literacy and presentation at 

the European Conference on Information Literacy in Saint-Malo, 2017).  

An important project, the results of which were presented above in publications that make up 

the cycle, was an effect of cooperation with the Digital Media Lab, Vilnius University, and academic 

librarians from the Vilnius University. The project I managed concerned different aspects of 

functioning of academic libraries and the needs of their users. It was finalised with 4 articles (including 

two published in journals from the JCR List, IF, the A List of MSHE), and 6 presentations at international 

conferences (Katowice 2018, Vilnius 2017, Prague 2016, Warsaw, 2016, Vilnius 2015, Warsaw 2015).  

I am currently managing the project concerning social media usage by traditional media: 

press, TV, and radio. The study compares data from 3 countries: Poland, Germany, and the 

Netherlands, and is participated by the partners from the Vilnius University and the University of 

Twente (publication pending). Together with the Digital Media Lab, Vilnius University, we also started 

the study concerning information behaviours of the youth searching for political information 

(publication: Political Information Sources For Young Citizens: A Case Study Of Lithuanian Youth 

Information Behavior).  

My international cooperation in the grant The ALM-Field, Digitalization, and the Public Sphere 

I described in section 5 B of the Report. It is extremely important for me, as it includes joint studies 

with the researchers from the Oslo Metropolitan University (OsloMet), the Norwegian Institute for 
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Urban and Regional Research, the University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway, the 

University of Copenhagen - Royal School of Library and Information Science (Denmark), the Uppsala 

University (Sweden), the Potsdam University of Applied Sciences (Germany), the HTW Chur – 

University of Applied Sciences (Switzerland), the National Library of Hungary (Hungary), and the 

Department of Library and Information Science (LIS), University of Iceland (Iceland). 

I also cooperate with Dr Lynn Silipigni Connaway (Director of Library Trends and User Research 

OCLC) and Prof. Krystyna Matusiak (University of Denver) – together we prepared and conducted the 

Interdisciplinary Approaches to Research Methods in Information Behavior Studies workshop during 

the ISIC 2018 – The Information Behaviour Conference. I cooperated also with Prof. Matusiak in 

organizing the IFLA Satellite Conference on Data Curator’s Roles and Responsibilities in Warsaw (see 

also section D).  

As regards national cooperation, the most important for me is the one in the team of the 

Laboratory of Media Studies, University of Warsaw. The Laboratory offers me a scientific cooperation 

as well as development of my research competences in numerous trainings, like the one concerning 

biometric tools, or media analysis. I am also in permanent contact with the Modern Poland 

Foundation, for example in regard of the project Cyfrowa przyszłość [Digital Future] funded by the 

Ministry of Culture and National Heritage, the National Audiovisual Institute, and the Ministry of Digital 

Affairs, where I was a member of the expert team developing Katalog kompetencji medialnych, 

informacyjnych i cyfrowych [The Catalogue of Media, Information and Digital Competences] in 2014. 

In the years 2015-2018 I was a member of the Main Organising Committee of the Great Tournament 

of Media Education, reformulated in 2016 into the Digital Competition. As an expert I cooperate with 

the Orange Foundation, in the following editions of the MegaMission Programme, as well as other 

actions aiming at development of information competences of children. In the years 2014-2016 I was 

a member of the research team of the Centrum Cyfrowe Projekt: Polska, and cooperated with the 

experts, scholars, and non-governmental organisations from all over Poland. I was also engaged in the 

works on the strategy of higher education development 2010-2020, managed by the Polish Rectors 

Foundation and the Institute of Knowledge Society.  

A wide network of international cooperation related to teaching is presented in section 5F: 

Education activity.  
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D. CONFERENCE ACTIVITY 

During my whole research activity I took part in 23 scientific conferences as a speaker (18 post-

doc), and in 11 as an organizer (5 times as a scientific secretary of a conference, 6 times as a member 

of an organising committee). Hereafter I will focus only on the most important conferences of last 

years (the whole list is available in the List of research output, section 1 I). I will start with my activities 

as a conference organizer.  

In 2018 I was a member of the ISIC2018 International Programme Committee, organising the 

prestigious ISIC 2018 – The Information Behaviour Conference; I reviewed conference submissions. In 

2017 I worked as a scientific secretary and co-organiser of the IFLA Satellite Meeting Data Curator’s 

Roles and Responsibilities: International and Interdisciplinary Perspectives , participated by the 

speakers from all over the world, to mention only Lynn Silipigni Connaway (OCLC, President of the 

Association of Information Science & Technology ASIS&T), Reinhard Altenhöner (Berlin State Library), 

and Sarah L. Shreeves (University of Miami Libraries). I was also a scientific secretary of the IIIrd 

Scientific Conference Nauka o informacji (informacja naukowa) w okresie zmian [Information science 

in time of changes] organised in Warsaw on May 11-12, 2015, the Polish Scientific Conference Książka 

- biblioteka - propaganda  [Book – Library – Propaganda] (Warsaw, October 19-20, 2009), and the 

Polish Scientific Conference Bibliologia a warsztat badawczy nauk humanistycznych i społecznych  

[Book studies vs research methodology of the humanities and social sciences] (Warsaw, January 16-

17, 2007). As a member of an organising committee I worked in the following conferences: IXth Polish 

Methodological Conference for Media Scientists Człowiek hipermedialny. Komunikowanie w 

czasach gier video, social mediów i doświadczeń VR [A hypermedia man. Communication in time of 

video games, social media, and VR experiences] (Warsaw,  November 16-17, 2018),  Cyfrowe 

wyzwania [Digital challenges] (Warsaw, June 13, 2016), Cyfrowe wyzwania [Digital challenges] 

(Warsaw, April 22, 2015), IInd Scientific Conference Nauka o informacji (informacja naukowa) w 

okresie zmian [Information science in time of changes] (Warsaw, April 15-16, 2013), Promocja 

kulturowo-informacyjna współczesnego wychodźstwa a dziedzictwo narodowe emigracji [Culture 

and information promotion of modern emigration vs national heritage of the emigrants] (Paris, 

December 13-14, 2012), and Ist Scientific Conference Nauka o informacji (informacja naukowa) w 

okresie zmian [Information science in time of changes] (Warsaw, April 4-5, 2011). 

The most important conferences I participated as a speaker are: ISIC 2018 – The Information 

Behaviour Conference, where together with Dr Małgorzata Kisilowska, Assoc. Prof. we gave the 

presentation Emotions, experience, identity – motivations of the teens’ information behaviour in the 

area of culture. Our study enabled development of a new model of information behaviour for the 
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specifics of participation in culture, where affective factors play a key role. The presentation was met 

with great interest, and awarded with the Best contribution from hosting country. During the same 

conference I had a pleasure to run the Interdisciplinary approaches to research methods in 

information behavior studies workshop,  together with Dr Lynn Connaway (OCLC, President of the 

Association of Information Science & Technology ASIS&T), Pof. Krystyna Matusiak (University of 

Denver), and Dr Justyna Jasiewicz (University of Warsaw). It was also awarded as a panel which gained 

the most interest of the participants. In 2018 I also took part in the Third International Conference   

Communication & Media organised by the University of California, Berkeley. I presented the studies 

concerning young people usage of political information sources: Media as Sources of Political 

Information: Comparative Analysis of Young People's Behavior before Presidential Elections in 

Poland and Lithuania. I also participated in the European Conference on Information Literacy – 

Information Literacy in Everyday Life  in Oulu, presenting the findings of the project conducted 

together with Hungarian and Lithuanian colleagues: Secondary School Teachers’ Attitudes to 

Information Literacy: A Pilot Study of a Multinational Survey. This conference gathers researchers – 

experts in information literacy and information behaviour, therefore I also took part in the ECIL edition 

Workplace Information Literacy of 2017, Saint-Malo, with two presentations: Complex and 

Multivariable: Methodology of Exploring Digital Literacy and Training Needs within the Polish SME 

Sector together with Dr Małgorzata Kisilowska, Assoc. Prof. and Dr Justyna Jasiewicz, and School 

Librarians’ Attitude towards Teaching Information Literacy, together with dr Vincas Grigas and Roma 

Fedosejevaitė. In 2016 I took part in the ECIL Information Literacy: Key to an Inclusive Society in 

Prague, with the presentations: Affective Dimensions of Librarians as Educators (V. Grigas, A. 

Mierzecka, R. Fedosejevaitė) and Relationality is the Key: The Family of Digital Competencies’ 

Catalogues and their Potential Applications (J. Jasiewicz, M. Kisilowska, A. Mierzecka). My 

participation in this conferences I regard as very important due to an international community of 

researchers who meet there; discussions and feedback after presentations significantly improved my 

researches. At the conferences in Katowice (Zarządzanie informacją w nauce, 2018 [Information 

management in Science]), Vilnius (An Academic Library of Generation Z: Services, Spaces and 

Technologies, 2015) and Warsaw (Cyfrowe Wyzwania 2016 [Digital challenges]; Nauka o informacji 

(informacja naukowa) w okresie zmian, 2016 [Information science in time of changes]) I presented 

following stages of the project concerning the users’ needs of academic libraries. At the IVth 

conference Nauka o informacji (informacja naukowa) w okresie zmian (Warsaw, 2017), together with 

Dr Małgorzata Kisilowska, Assoc. Prof. and Dr Justyna Jasiewicz we presented the project concerning 

the usage of digital information sources of culture by the young people (Dostęp to za mało… Usługi 

cyfrowe w instytucjach kultury: oferta Narodowego Instytutu Audiowizualnego a oczekiwania 
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i kompetencje użytkowników). The studies concerning digital competences and school education I 

presented at the XIIIth Conference Informatyka w Edukacji 2016 in Toruń [IT in education], 

presentation:  Świetlice szkolne jako potencjalna przestrzeń edukacji cyfrowej (A. Mierzecka, J, 

Jasiewicz, M. Kisilowska), and at the conference Metody i narzędzia badań piśmiennictwa cyfrowego 

i jego czytelników/użytkowników (Wrocław, 2014 [Research methods and tools in studies of digital 

literaturę and its readers/users]), the presentation: Kompetencje  cyfrowe nauczycieli (A. Mierzecka 

[Digital competences of the teachers]). At the conference Nauka o informacji (informacja naukowa) 

w okresie zmian 2013 I gave the presentation Zachowania informacyjne humanistów - badanie 

potrzeb informacyjnych pracowników naukowych Wydziału Historycznego [Information behaviour of 

the researchers in the humanities – the study of information needs of the scholars from the Faculty of 

History], and at the conference in Paris (Promocja kulturowo-informacyjna współczesnego 

wychodźstwa a dziedzictwo narodowe emigracji) the presentation Źródła informacji elektronicznej 

związane z tematyką emigracyjną [Internet information sources concerning the topic of 

emigration].The complete list of my conference presentations can be found in the List of the research 

output.  

E. ORGANISATIONAL ACTIVITY  

My organisational activity, besides conferences presented above, include a function of the 

secretary of the Interdisciplinary Ph.D. Studies in the Humanities  – since 2010 up till now. Besides 

standard organisational duties, I also developed the studying rules, the learning outcomes, the 

curriculum and plan of studies, as well as organised recruitment process. In the years 2012-2015 I was 

the secretary of the Scientific Council of the Department of Information and Book Studies, UW, and 

in the years 2011-2016 a member of the Scholarship Committee of the Ph.D. Students at the Faculty 

of History, UW. I am also a member of the editorial team of the “Studia Medioznawcze” [Media 

Studies] journal, and a reviewer of the journals “Przegląd Biblioteczny” [Library Review] and 

“Magazyn Medioznawcy” [Media Scientist Magazine]. I am a member of the International Society 

for Knowledge Organization and the Association for Information Science & Technology.  

F. TEACHING ACTIVITY AND POPULARISATION OF SCIENCE 

I will start this section with my international teaching activities. Three times I was a co-

organiser of the International Students’ Summer School (Jarocin 2012, Jarocin 2013, Kitten 2014) – the 

event attended by the lecturers and students from the University of Warsaw, the Vilniaus Universitas 

(Lithuania), Fakultät III Medien Information Design, Hochschule Hannover (Germany), the Saxion 
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University for Professional Education (the Netherlands), and the Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski" 

(Bulgaria).  

In 2013 I received the Foundation for the Development of the Education System grant (no 

FPL2-023-2013, amount of 8540 EUR) for organisation of the Polish-Lithuanian Summer School – the 

seminar Young Information Professionals For Mutual Understanding, which I coordinated. The project 

aim was to initiate an international dialogue for better understanding of culture of both countries, 

reduction of stereotypes, and development of positive attitudes, with the potential of digital 

technologies. The students were both participants and organisers of the workshops. The project was 

a great success, finished with cooperation of students’ science circles in the following years. 

I also gave courses at foreign universities within the programme Erasmus + Staff Mobility for 

Teaching: 

• 18-22.04.2016 r. Sofia, Bulgaria, Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski", Faculty of 

Philosophy, course: Information behaviour theory,  

• 18.11.2013-25.11.2013 Deventer, the Netherlands, Saxion University Of Applied Sciences, 

course: Finding the right information – online search strategies, 

•  13.11.2012-18.11.2012, Hannover, Germany, Hochschule Hannover - University of 

Applied Sciences and Arts, course: Information needs, information users -  what do we 

know about them.  

I teach BA and MA, regular and part-time students, as well as Erasmus students at the Faculty 

of Journalism, Information and Book Studies. My teaching is strongly related to my research (e.g. 

courses such as: Psychology of information behaviour, Information users, Online information searching, 

Information activity, Information behaviour, Strategies and methods of information searching, 

Functions of national libraries). I also run courses for Ph.D. students (Interdisciplinary Ph.D. Studies in 

the Humanities), as well as trainings for the scholars concerning digital research tools, a course for 

Erasmus Mundus students. I was a BA tutor for regular students, one of which was qualified to the 

„INNOHUMAN Aplikacyjne prace dyplomowe – skuteczny start zawodowy” project [INNOHUMAN – 

Application theses – effective start in professional life] – the education and implementation project 

with the EU funding from the Operational Program Knowledge Education Development (Action 4.1 

Social Innovations).  

I take part in education and popularisation of science outside the University. I cooperate with 

the Modern Poland Foundation – in 2015 I was a member of the Chancellery of the Great Tournament 

of Media Education, and in the years 2016-2018 a deputy chair of the Main Committee of the Digital 




